
REVIEW 

SOIL RESOURCE SURVEYS, INTERPRETATIONS AND 
APPLICATIONS, by E. J. B. Culter, 270 pp. Lincoln College 
Press, 1978. ($6.75.) 

This soft-cover bofolk is a collection of lectures on soils. 
Much of the book is colncerncd with thc process of soil map- 
ping and the interpretation of soil maps, but it also deals 
briefly with soil folrmation and some olf the terms used in 
descrl'bing the soil. 

I t  might seem that there is little of direct relevance to 
foresters in this work. Radliata pine grows well on many 
sites, and even when poolrly sited it usually outgrows its 
nearest rival species. Forestry organisations in New Zealand 
have in the past had little choice of land for afforestation 
and this fact, along with radiata pine's sitc totlerance, has 
encouraged New Zealand foresters to take less notice of soils 
and their overseas counterparts. 

However, many folresters will become involved in the cur- 
rent attempt to1 expand the information available on growth 
plots which have a good measurement history. They will be 
recording soil type and certain soil parameters. There is a 
danger that soil type will be read uncritically Prom small- 
scale soil maps. This book emphasises the diangers of inter- 
preting soil maps too literally and should be read by anyone 
involved in the exercise. 

The botok is well illustrated and many of the examples are 
drawn from New Zealand conditions which greatly aids under- 
standing. Chapter 8, in discussing the guidelines for soil re- 
source interpretations, has s brief review ol current work 
relating the growth of radiata pine to soil type in New Zea- 
land. 

I. R. Hunter 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Sir, - I have just notcd an unfortunate error i n  my published address 
in the previous issue, "Forests, Forest Products and Energy", and wish 
to have it corrected. It refers to New Zealand's natural gas resources 
which were stated to be 600 000 TI whereas in fact they are generally 
accepted to be in the order of 6000 PJ or about ten times the amount. 
The error arose from quoting a source without checking, for which 
I apologise. The important implication is that the total energy in the 
Maui and Kapuni gas fields is about fifteen times New Zealand's current 
annual energy usage, not "less than double", as was erroneously deduced. 

A. P .  THOMSON 
Wellington 


